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TENUTA SECOLO IX WINERY 
 

The winery Tenuta Secolo IX welcomes you to 
territories that smell of history and traditions that 
have been handed down over time have accompa-
nied the viticulture to date, guaranteeing quality 
and authenticity. 
Located at the foot of Mount Morrone, in the heart 
of Abruzzo, a green region of Europe, where mon-
umental mountains climb to the sky, then descend 
into soft valleys rich in ancient villages that accom-
pany the landscape to the sea. 
Tenuta Secolo IX has maintained a strong link with 
the territory and with its own distinctive features. In 
particular with the abbey of S. Clemente a Casau-
ria today a national monument, in the past a meet-
ing place and a symbol of development and progress. Discussion and growth point, it is fundamental for the 
rediscovery of the Moscatello cultivation. 
The mastery and wisdom that have characterized the production of wine and oil in the past, have been hand-
ed down to today, and it is precisely these that confer an added value that knows of commitment, research 
and dedication, and which is recognizable in the our products. 
We will accompany you to discover our wines, unique products born from the symbiosis between earth and 
man and from sustainable crops that respect the territory. 
The commitment is at the basis of the work of Tenuta Secolo IX and it is thanks to it that our wines do not rep-
resent a simple product of nature but precious foods of the Italian culinary tradition. 
Our production philosophy is focused primarily on a careful and prudent agronomic management of the vine-
yards: good wine is produced in the vineyard. 
The farm is under “integrated agriculture“, therefore with a low environmental impact, as it provides for the co-
ordinated and rational use of all the factors of production in order to minimize the use of technical means that 
have an impact on the environment or consumer health. 
In the cellar, the work of transforming the grapes into wine is inspired by the utmost respect for the raw materi-
al: our goal is to transfer all the good things to the bunches in the glass, in a simple way. 
Each phase of the production process is scrupulously kept under control, we prefer to resort to physical rather 
than chemical technologies; for example, the use of tangential filtration, thanks to a drastic reduction of micro-
bial populations in wines, allows us to significantly reduce the use of sulphites. 

SECOLo IX 
ABRUZZO 



RED WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13.5% 

Varieties: Montepulciano 

Vineyards: Tocco 

Soil: clay and limestone 

Year of planting: 2009 

Plants per hectare: 4000 

Maceration: in steel at 26 °C with 

inoculated yeast. 

Ageing: in barrique for 12 months. 

Pairings: Perfect served with pasta 

dressed with meat sauces, with main 

courses of grilled and roasted red 

meats, and with medium-ripe chees-

es. 

Serving temperature: 16–18 °C  

1-5 bottles 750 thb 

6-11 bottles 675 thb 

12+ bottles 638 thb 

ROSE WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13% 

Varieties: Pecorino 

Vineyards: Tocco 

Soil: clay and limestone 

Year of planting: 2007 

Plants per hectare: 4000 

Drying: on the vine after pinching of the 

petiole by hand. 

Fermentation: in steel with inoculated 

yeasts at 16 °C. 

Ageing: in steel for 6 months. 

Pairings: the perfect partner for fish 

brodetto and other steamed sefaood 

recipes, a good choice to serve with 

cured meat platters, stewed white 

meats, and medium-ripe cheese 

Serving temperature: 10–12 °C  

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13% 

Varieties: Pecorino 

Vineyards: Tocco 

Soil: clay and limestone 

Year of planting: 2007 

Plants per hectare: 4000 

Drying: on the vine after pinching of the 

petiole by hand. 

Fermentation: in steel with inoculated 

yeasts at 16 °C. 

Ageing: in steel for 6 months. 

Pairings: Excellent with fish dishes and 

perfect for pasta and rice starters, 

fresh fish and soups. 

Serving temperature: 10–12 °C  

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 12.5% 

Varieties: Moscato Bianco Casauriense 

Vineyards: Coste San Felice 

Soil: clay and limestone 

Year of planting: 2007 

Plants per hectare: 4000. 

Fermentation: in steel at 16 °C, with 

inoculated yeasts. 

Ageing: in steel for six months. 

Pairings: The perfect wine to serve with 

seafood appetizers, raw or steamed 

shellfish, and delicate fish recipes; also 

a good partner for vegetarian cuisine. 

Serving temperature: 8–10 °C  

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 



AZIENDA AGRICOLA POGGETTO: in the 
heart of Chianti Classico 
 
Poggetto is a 20 hectares estate at 450 me-
tres above sea level in the center of the the 
region that produces Chianti Classico. 
It is managed by its owners, Eva and Fabrizio 
Tozzi, since 1986, with their personal care 
and attention using the most modern system 
of production. Over the years, Poggetto wines 
have achieved  their own distinct identity  and 
have  been placed by  expert wine tasters 
among the highest quality Chianti Classico 
wines. Vinification and ageing takes place in 
their own wine cellars. 
As of 2008 Azienda Agricola Poggetto has entered the “Register of Organic Operators”. 
The olive grove: 1500 trees over 7 hectares of land, many of which were planted in 1986. 
The mix of Poggetto olives produces  very light, extra virgin olive oil, with an unmistakable herbal 
aroma. 
The storage and bottling of extra virgin oil takes place on the farm premises, in temperature-
controlled areas. 
The vineyard: 3 hectares of land with 5000 vine stocks per hectare. 
Exposure south  south-west on stony soil. The wine consists of 85% Sangiovese  and 15% Merlot . 
 
The products: 
 Tinia – Chianti Classico DOCG 
 Luceres – IGT Toscana 
 Tinìa Bianco Chardonnay Toscana 

POGGETTO 
TOSCANA 



RED WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13.5% 

Cultivation: Registered as Organic 

Operator 

Harvesting: Differentiated harvest of 

grapes until perfectly ripe. Hand 

picked in 20 Kg crates. 

Wine making process: done separate-

ly, with subsequent blending of  the 

two qualities. Alcoholic fermentation 

at maximum temperature of 27° C. 

Ageing: In French oak barriques of 

225 lt. for 16 months. Bottled at 

least four months prior to placing  the 

product on the market. 

Temperature before serving: 18° C, 

opening the bottle at least 30 

minutes before serving.  

1-5 bottles 910 thb 

6-11 bottles 820 thb 

12+ bottles 750 thb 

RED WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13% 

Cultivation: Registered as Organic   

Operator. 

Production: Differentiated harvest of 

grapes until perfect ripe. Hand picked 

in 20 Kg crates. Maximum production: 

60 q. per hectare. 

Wine making process: Vinification of 

each quality of grapes is done sepa-

rately with subsequent incorporation of 

the two types of wine. 

Alcoholic fermentation:  at maximum 

Temperature of 27°C. 

Ageing: In French barriques of 225 lt. 

for 10 months. Bottled at least two 

months prior to placing the product on 

the market. 

1-5 bottles 990 thb 

6-11 bottles 900 thb 

12+ bottles 820 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13% 

Grapes: 100% Chardonnay 

Production Area: The vineyards are 

placed at 350/400 m above the sea 

level close to San Gimignano ( Siena ) 

Harvest: The grapes are handpicked at 

the sunshine to preserve the delicate 

aromas and parfumes 

Vinification: Alcoholic fermentation at 

controlled temperature of 16°C. 

Ageing: 3 months in steel tanks 

Organolectic notes: Tinia Bianco Char-

donnay: a wine plenty of exotic fruit 

fragrance and a full bodied persistent 

and harmonious taste. 

1-5 bottles 930 thb 

6-11 bottles 840 thb 

12+ bottles 770 thb 



LA CHIARA, from Gavi (AL) 

Very few regions in the world can boast a 
position and climate so favourable they can 
produce noble grapes yielding such valuable 
wines. 
Undeniably, one of these fortunate lands is 
the land surrounding the town of Gavi, where 
the soil, the temperature, altitude and mor-
phology all combine to give life to a land-
scape covered with thick rows of vines and 
wine-making enterprises. 
This is the Val Lemme area of Piedmont, at 
the border with Liguria, a land with centuries 
old wine growing and wine making traditions. 
It benefits from the temperate climate of the hills and the breeze coming from nearby Ligurian Sea: 
an area where the climate is not too hot, but the sun shines the year round. 
The Azienda Agricola La Chiara rises a few kilometres from the centre of Gavi, on the hills of the 
Ligurian Preappennino mountain chain. It was founded by Ferdinando Bergaglio, born in 1912 in a 
family of farmers, and his son Roberto. 
Over the years, La Chiara has diversified its product line-up, widening the range offered to its cus-
tomers. 
The “Gavi DOCG del Comune di Gavi” wines are the feather in the cap of the company, and the 
ones that get exported most widely. 
The market covered by the company nowadays extends from the local to the international markets: 
Japan, the U.S. and Russia are just some of the countries were La Chiara wines are appreciated. 
The company also produces sparkling wines, red wines typical of the Monferrato area, Grappa and 
Passito. 

Italy 
PIEMONTE 



RED WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13.5% 

Grape variety: 100% Barbera 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4500 vines per hectare 

Organolectic notes: The alcoholic 

fermentation that takes  place 

through the maceration of the skins, 

with alternating pumping over and 

délestage operations, is preceded by 

soft crushing and destemming. It is 

carried out at a temperature of ap-

prox. 26°C, in temperature-controlled 

stainless steel tank. Then, malolactic 

fermentation is carried out at con-

trolled temperature with the aid of 

selected bacteria. 

 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 

RED WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13.5% 

Grape variety: 100% Dolcetto 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4500 vines per hectare 

Average age of vineyards: 35 years-old 

Organolectic notes: Il Bicocco Monferra-

to Dolcetto DOC is typical of Piedmont, 

is obtained from the maceration of the 

grape skins, preceded by soft crushing 

and destemming, with alternating 

pumping over and délestage. Alcoholic 

fermentation takes place at 26°C, in 

temperature-controlled stainless steel 

tanks. Then, malolactic fermentation is 

carried out at controlled temperature 

with the aid of selected bacteria. 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13.5% 

Grape variety: 100% Chardonnay 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4500 vines per hectare 

Average age of the vineyards: 30 years 

Organolectic notes: Ciaparin Chardon-

nay di Gavi: the vinification process 

begins with the soft pressing of whole 

grapes by means of latest generation 

presses. Then, fermentation is started 

by inoculating the must with selected 

yeast strains and the process takes 

place at a temperature of about 18°C 

in temperature-controlled stainless 

steel tanks. The alcoholic fermentation 

stage is followed by a brief stay on fine 

lees stirred gently. 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 

RED WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13.5% 

Grape variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4500 vines per hectare 

Average age of the vineyards: 20 years 

Organolectic notes: Il Cucco Monferrato 

rosso DOC’s alcoholic fermentation 

takes place through the maceration of 

the skins, alternating pumping over 

with délestage operations, is preceded 

by soft crushing and destemming. 

It is carried out at a temperature of 

approx. 26°C, in stainless steel tank. 

Then, malolactic fermentation is carried 

out in stainless steel tanks with the aid 

of selected bacteria. 

1-5 bottles 690 thb 

6-11 bottles 621 thb 

12+ bottles 587 thb 



WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 12.5% 

Grape variety: 100% Cortese di Gavi, 

native to the Piedmont region 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4000 vines per hectare 

Average age of vineyards: 25 years 

Orientation and altitude: facing west 

south-west, altitude 250 m 

Terrain: varied, tuffaceous, calcare-

ous, interspersed with clayey zones, 

with iron-oxiderich sand and gravel. 

Harvest: by hand in mid-September 

Vinification: soft pressing of whole 

grapes by means of a latest genera-

tion “Bucher Inertys” press  

Aging in bottles: for 2-4 months.  

1-5 bottles 690 thb 

6-11 bottles 621 thb 

12+ bottles 587 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol:  13% 

Grape variety: 100% Cortese di Gavi 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4000 vines per hectare 

Average age of the vineyards: 45 years 

Organolectic notes: Gavi di Gavi DOCG 

Etichetta Nera: fermentation is preced-

ed by a cold maceration process lasting 

about 48 hours. Fermentation takes 

place at a temperature of 14/15°C in 

temperature-controlled stainless steel 

tanks, then the wine ages for about 10 

months in steel tanks, the fermentation 

yeasts still present throughout the ag-

ing period with the aid of weekly bâ-

tonnage. 

1-5 bottles 750 thb 

6-11 bottles 675 thb 

12+ bottles 638 thb 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol: 14% 

Grape variety: 50% Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon, 25% Barbera, 25% Dolcetto 

Vine growing system: Guyot 

Plant density: 4500 vines per hectares 

Average age of the vineyards: 27 years 

Organolectic notes: Nabarì Monferrato 

Dolcetto DOC is born of the three red 

wines produced at La Chiara. Following 

the alcoholic and malolactic fermenta-

tion processes, which are conducted 

separately for each wine in tempera-

ture-controlled stainless steel tanks, 

the product is assembled in small 

wooden barriques, where it ages for 

about 10 months before it is bottled. 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 594 thb 

12+ bottles 561 thb 



Marchesato degli Aleramici, a millennial 

history. 

Descending from the Casato degli Alerami-
ci with over 1000 years of history, Marche-
sato degli Aleramici has been producing and 
marketing the great wines of Montalcino 
since 1986, with excellent quality results rec-
ognized internationally by the most authorita-
tive critics and sector guides. 
Over the years the Fedriani family has 
sealed important ties and collaborations with 
high-profile brands. 
The business began in the early 80s in the Il 
Galampio farm out of love for these inimitable places and wines of Eng. Giacomo Fedriani who gave 
the imprint of the Fedriani family outlining the cornerstones on which to base the production and im-
age philosophy. “Tradition, Elegance, Absolute Quality”. 
Today Filippo Fedriani with his wife Emma, carry on the company philosophy with dedication and 
professionalism, selecting the best grapes of the great wines of Montalcino, Brunello, Rosso di Mon-
talcino and IGT Toscana Rosso and Bianco, from small producers of high quality, making the 
grapes in a modern cellar, in steel vats, then refining the wines in oak barrels up to bottling with the 
best equipment and technologies, constant monitoring, care and attention that have always distin-
guished them. The wines of the Marchesato degli Aleramici are classic, authentic, they express the 
land and the history of these places with unique microclimates, where the Sangiovese grape has 
found its maximum expression thanks to the stubbornness of some Ilcinesi and beyond. 
Marchesato degli Aleramici’s products are imported into Thailand by Consortium Italian Food Asia 

Italy 
TOSCANA 



RED WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13.5% 

Grape Variety: Sangiovese 100% 

Vignard Production System: sperred 

cordon 

Alcoholic Fermentation: 20 days on 

the skins 

Ageeing: min 24 months 

Barrels: Oaks from Slavonia 55 to 

110 hl 

Organolectic test: Sangiovese be-

comes a wine of intense ruby to 

bright carnet in color, dry and warm 

in flavor, lightly tannic with great 

structure and aromatic lenght. Its 

aroma and also evolves, becoming 

intense with ageing, complex and 

variegated, ranging from spiece to 

1-5 bottles 1.990 thb 

6-11 bottles 1.790 thb 

12+ bottles 1.640 thb 

RED WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13% 

Grape Variety: Sangiovese 100%. 

Vignard production system: spurred 

cordon 

Alcoholic fermentation: 15 days on the 

skins 

Ageing: 6/12 month. 

Barries: oak from Slavonia 5 a 10 hl. 

Organolectic test: Sangiovese in the 

period of refine in oak barrel becomes 

a wine of intense ruby color with pur-

ples shade, dry, warm and bright, lightly 

tannic, aromatic lenght with agreeable 

structure. The cool scents of the fruit 

blend themselves with frangrance that 

derives from the barrel refinement, 

vanilla and note of toasted almonds. 

1-5 bottles 1.290 thb 

6-11 bottles 1.190 thb 

12+ bottles 1.090 thb 

RED WINE 

 

Alcohol: 13% 

Grape Variety: Sangiovese, Cabernet 

Sauvignon. 

Vignard system: spurred cordon 

Alcoholic ferm.: 15 days on the skins 

Ageing: 6/12 month. 

Barries: oak from Slavonia 5 a 10 hl. 

Organolectic test: Our Aleramico red 

wine in the period of refine in oak bar-

rel becomes of intense ruby color with 

purples shade, dry, warm and bright, 

lightly tannic, aromatic lenght with 

agreeable structure. The cool scents of 

the fruit blend themselves with fran-

grance that derives from the barrel 

refinement, vanilla and note of toasted 

almond. 

1-5 bottles 910 thb 

6-11 bottles 820 thb 

12+ bottles 750 thb 



Cantina Tollo, A collective history. 

Cantina Tollo was founded in 1960, when the 
Abruzzo countryside had depopulated once 
again and many Italians had left the country 
in search of a better future. Our fathers on 
the other hand, winemakers for generations, 
decided to stay in the vineyards, creating 

Cantina Tollo. 

Playing a leading role in the sixties and sev-
enties in an exciting period for winemaking 
which brought the Abruzzo region to life, 
Cantina Tollo played an active part in help-
ing to bring about a radical change in the local wine-growing landscape. While there was a fall 
in production around Teramo and L’Aquila, the areas occupied by vineyards in the Chieti province 

grew little by little, especially in Tollo, which became a real “City of Wine”. 

Cantina Tollo has also had an important part to play in the process of regulation, initiatives for the 
protection of regional wines and quality improvement programmes for grapes and winemaking tech-
niques. Today, it is one of the most important and established businesses in the Italian wine-
making industry. With a presence in all countries of the European Union, in North America and in 
the Far East, it exports 35% of its production, with particular attention to the emerging markets of 

Russia, India and China. 

The ageing facilities located in Tollo comprise large Slavonian oak casks and barrels alongside 
vitrified cement tanks, nowadays considered the best for ageing. Passion, commitment and shared 
values have guided Cantina Tollo at every turn in its history, and continue to accompany it in its suc-
cesses. 

Italy 
Abruzzo 



1-5 bottles 560 thb 

6-11 bottles 510 thb 

12+ bottles 460 thb 

1-5 bottles 670 thb 

6-11 bottles 620 thb 

12+ bottles 560 thb 

1-5 bottles 560 thb 

6-11 bottles 510 thb 

12+ bottles 460 thb 

1-5 bottles 560 thb 

6-11 bottles 510 thb 

12+ bottles 460 thb 



Tenute Pacelli: Ancient lands, noble flavors 

Clara, Carla and Laura. They are the women of 
Tenute Pacelli, a small and promising wine com-
pany north of Calabria. Mum and daughters have 
been managing it since 2010 with passion and 
dedication, each with a specific role. Clara, of Istri-
an origins, is the commercial soul; Carla and 
Laura, from Milan, take care of communication and 
relations with distribution. And then Francesco, 
the father – former lawyer -, thanks to whose busi-
ness choices the company has grown exponential-
ly. The Pacelli family today produces six types 
of wine, each of which represents a very specific 
soul of the company. Riesling, still (Barone Bianco) 
or sparkling wine with the champenoise method (Zoe), is the product that best describes the origins 

of Clara. 

Barbera and Cabernet, the oldest vines, assembled for one of the two reserves (Pauciuri), reflect 
Carla’s desire not to renounce the company’s history and to pay homage to those who, first, the un-
cle Baron Gaetano La Costa , had invested in viticulture. And finally the Magliocco Dolce and Cal-
abrese (autochthonous Nero d’Avola) – vinified separately and assembled in Temeso, aged in 
large French oak barrels and subsequently in Borgognotta, express Laura’s desire to focus on the 

territory trusting in its organoleptic potential and commercial. 

The company, located among the lush hills north of Cosenza, below the Pollino Massif, was 

owned by the barons La Costa, noblemen of Calabrian origins from which the maternal family of 
Francesco Pacelli descended. The La Costa family since 1700 had possessions in the Municipality 
of Malvito, including the ancient castle of Norman origins, subsequently donated to the Municipality 
itself which then renovated it. Starting from the early twentieth century, the company, located in the 
Rose district a few kilometers from the town, had been chosen by the family as a rural residence 
and, only later, in the 70s, Baron Gaetano La Costa decided to plant the vineyard by choosing vines 
Italians – as a lover of Chianti and Barbera wines – such as Sangiovese, Cannaiolo, Malvasia which 
constitute the oldest part of the vineyard with its over 40 years. 

Italy 
calabria 

https://www.tenutepacelli.it/en/the-company/
http://italianfood.asia/bando-ocm-vino-thailandia/


1-5 bottles 910 thb 

6-11 bottles 820 thb 

12+ bottles 750 thb 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 600 thb 

12+ bottles 550 thb 

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 600 thb 

12+ bottles 550 thb 

1-5 bottles 990 thb 

6-11 bottles 900 thb 

12+ bottles 820 thb 



Ca’ lunga wants to lay stress on a new philosophy 
of wine. Our target is to produce exclusive bottles 
for people who can appreciate them and find the 
elegance of taste as well as the balance of our 
wines. All this can give you so much pleasure, be-
cause tasting our wines means to choose emo-
tions, cheerfulness to be lived in pleasant compa-
ny. 

Walking into Ca’ lunga is just like walking into 
Bacchus reign. 

The wine-cellar, which was founded in 1961, is 
now run by the third generation: Mr Paolo Cassetta 
- the present owner - started a plan of modernization of the farm following his father and his grandfa-
ther’s invaluable advice, yet deciding from the very beginning of availing himself of the professional-
ism of an agronomist and of an oenologist. The plan started with an accurate and in-depth study of 
the pedoclimatic featueres of the state, as a result a complete reconversion of the 19 owned hec-
tares of land took place, and criteria of high density as well as low production per stock were intro-
duced. 

Obviously the species of vine chosen were the ones, which most suited the different soils and the 
climate according to the studies carried out; a deeper research was dedicated to the Sangiovese, a 
species of vine that the farm has decided to improve and exploit. 

Updated cellar technologies, have led to raise the quality and the value of the Ca’ lunga wines. The 
use of wood is only reserved for exalting the characteristics of the most important wines and it is 
meant to be the ameliorative element, not the predominant one. However the Cassetta family does 
not forget that the best guide is tradition, which teaches to pay attention to any phase of the product 
life, from the plant to the bottle. 

The man’s hand is irreplaceable and for this reason still nowadays the pruning, the grapes thinning, 
the harvesting and any other treatments are solely hand - made. 

Italy 
Emilia-romagna 



1-5 bottles 1260 thb 

6-11 bottles 1140 thb 

12+ bottles 1040 thb 

1-5 bottles 690 thb 

6-11 bottles 630 thb 

12+ bottles 570 thb 

1-5 bottles 930 thb 

6-11 bottles 840 thb 

12+ bottles 770 thb 

1-5 bottles 940 thb 

6-11 bottles 850 thb 

12+ bottles 770 thb 

Solo Lei – Romagna 

DOCG Albana secco 

WHITE WINE 

 

Alcohol Degree: 14% Vol 
Location Of Vineyards: Imola, Italy 

Type Of Grapes: 88% Sangiovese, 

12%Merlot 

Colour: Deep golden-yellow 

Fragrance: Ripe fruitapricot and 

white peach 

Taste: Soft and elegant 

Serving Suggestions: Temperature 
10-12° C  



In 1910, grandpa Vincenzo set off for Na-
ples in his dogcart. He was going to finalize 
negotiations for the purchase of a plot of 
about 20 hectares of land, set around a 
lookout tower. The land belonged to the 
Zambra family, and the tower, called after 
them, was known as “Torre Zambra”. On 

that parcel grandpa Vincenzo planted his 
first Montepulciano and Trebbiano vines 
and grew them for about 30 years, until 
they were destroyed during the Second 
World War, leaving the family in poverty. 

During the War Laurentino De Cerchio, 
Vincenzo’s son-in-law, was captured by the Nazi army and imprisoned in Germany; he succeeded in 
returning to Villamagna only in 1947. Back to the small village he took over the farm and began his 
constant activity of wine grower, re-planting the old vines destroyed and starting to build the winery. 
And that’s how, in 1961, the first “Torre Zambra” harvest was bottled. 

The hills of Villamagna are blessed with a unique microclimate that makes this some of the best 

wine country in the world. The sea and the mountains are on the doorstep and generate sudden 
temperature changes, both from day to night and from one season to the next, a climate feature that 
is the secret behind very perfumed white wines and complex red wines with long aging potential. 
The winery’s hill estate under vine, between 120 and 200 meters in altitude, is exposed perfectly to 
the southeast, on limestone and clay soils rich in humus and nutritious substances. Hence, the 
wines are complex and thrilling, the purest expression of their native land. 

Torre Zambra has always endorsed the philosophy of spontaneous fermentation. According to this 

method, the work begins in the vineyard: here careful agronomic operations make possible to en-
sure a generous amount of “native yeasts” to reach the cellar, where they engage in a natural trans-
formation process. This allows a spontaneous selection of several strains bringing an authentic aro-
matic legacy rich in perfumes. Torre Zambra pursues this production approach and each bottle of 

its wine will offer only what has come from Nature itself. Hence, the wines are complex and thrilling, 

Italy 
Abruzzo 



1-5 bottles 810 thb 

6-11 bottles 730 thb 

12+ bottles 670 thb 

1-5 bottles 700 thb 

6-11 bottles 630 thb 

12+ bottles 580 thb 

1-5 bottles 1060 thb 

6-11 bottles 970 thb 

12+ bottles 880 thb 

1-5 bottles 820 thb 

6-11 bottles 750 thb 

12+ bottles 680 thb 



Since 1967 Tenimenti d’Alessandro 
has highlighted the historical winemak-
ing tradition of Cortona area, rediscov-
ering the territory’s extraordinary voca-
tion for Syrah, the winery distinctive 
wine, and for Viognier. Since 2016 the 
property, which covers about thirty 
hectares of vineyards, has been certi-
fied organic and every day it renews 
its commitment to enhancing the local 
identity of the vines, without ever for-
getting the drinkability.  

The history of Tenimenti d’Alessandro is linked to Cortona and its rebirth as a place of excellent 
wine production. Located in Manzano, down by Cortona (Arezzo) in south-east Tuscany, the proper-
ty —today about 30 hectares of vineyards, certified organic since 2016 — was purchased in 1967 by 
the d’Alessandro family. 

The vocation for Syrah and Viognier Starting from the 80s, the area has been subject to intense 
experimentation in order to determine the very best varieties for its soils and climate conditions. 
Above all, Syrah performed the best and seemed to be the most suitable grape variety. The great 
vine of the Rhone has found the way to express itself with its own strong identity, well adapting to 
a warm, bright and dry environments, as well as sedimentary deposits of pliocene origin: clays, 
sands, silts. 

A new path began in 2013: the Calabresi family, already partner in d’Alessandro since 2007, took 
over the company. Filippo Calabresi is totally involved in the winemaking, bringing to Cortona the 
Syrah skills he has built with many vignerons in France, California and Oregon, after studying at the 
International Wine Center in New York. Filippo realizes his idea of wine starting from the vineyards, 
working organic, excluding synthetic products and looking for plant’s health and balance. Craftman-
ship is cellar’s main ingredient, where the aim is to enhance the local character of the vines, without 
ever forgetting the drinkability. 

Italy 
toscana 



1-5 bottles 3900 thb 

6-11 bottles 3550 thb 

12+ bottles 3230 thb 

1-5 bottles 980 thb 

6-11 bottles 890 thb 

12+ bottles 810 thb 

1-5 bottles 2170 thb 

6-11 bottles 1970 thb 

12+ bottles 1790 thb 

1-5 bottles 1420 thb 

6-11 bottles 1290 thb 

12+ bottles 1170 thb 



1-5 bottles 1990 thb 

6-11 bottles 1800 thb 

12+ bottles 1650 thb 

1-5 bottles 1250 thb 

6-11 bottles 1140 thb 

12+ bottles 1030 thb 

1-5 bottles 1880 thb 

6-11 bottles 1690 thb 

12+ bottles 1520 thb 



WELCOME TO OUR WORLD MADE OF 
VALUES, UNION AND FLAVOURS 

There is no precise recipe that can guaran-
tee the success of a company, but if there 
were, the ingredients could not fail to in-
clude the founding values on which a com-
pany should be based: the union of energy 
and flavour. An intense, ancestral, unique 
and direct flavour, to be savoured, under-
stood and enhanced. Welcome to our es-
tates. Welcome to the small big world of 
Villa degli Olmi. 

In recent years, some lines of wines with 
strong regional connotations have been 
launched to satisfy the taste of increasingly 
demanding customers. These products, vinified according to the precise indications of our winemak-
ers and then refined at the headquarters of Altavilla Vicentina, propose the best that Italian wine-
making can offer in bottles with an innovative and attractive design.  

We are always very careful about where to grow our vineyards, as the quality of the land is essential 
to enhance the characteristics of the various wines of our company. 

For this reason, we have chosen land of various conformation, to better develop the variety of our 
products. 

Our company has about 70 hectares of vineyards that grow between the province of Vicenza and 
that of Padua, beautiful soils to grow the Glera, which will then produce a fine and delicate Prosecco 
DOC, and other typical vines of the area, such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and Pinot 
Grigio. 

Italy 
veneto 



1-5 bottles 750 thb 

6-11 bottles 680 thb 

12+ bottles 620 thb 

1-5 bottles 800 thb 

6-11 bottles 730 thb 

12+ bottles 660 thb 

1-5 bottles 680 thb 

6-11 bottles 620 thb 

12+ bottles 560 thb 

1-5 bottles 730 thb 

6-11 bottles 660 thb 

12+ bottles 600 thb 



1-5 bottles 699 thb 

6-11 bottles 649 thb 

12+ bottles 599 thb 

1-5 bottles 480 thb 

6-11 bottles 440 thb 

12+ bottles 400 thb 

1-5 bottles 650 thb 

6-11 bottles 590 thb 

12+ bottles 540 thb 

1-5 bottles 750 thb 

6-11 bottles 680 thb 

12+ bottles 620 thb 



Our estate is located in Sala Monferrato. 
It sits atop of a gentle hill about 264 meters 
above sea level. The estate stretches some 6 
hectares, 4 of which have productive vineyards. 
The limestone-marl soils, white, light gray or 
beige, rich in carbonate of Calcium, com-
bined with the optimal exposure of our vine-
yards and low production yields, ensure optimal 
conditions for the production of wines of ex-
treme quality.  

Our deeply alluring countryside yields the finest 
grapes, producing wines in the very best tradi-
tion of Piedmont.  

Monferrato is a historical-geographical region of Piedmont that extends into the provinces of Ales-
sandria and Asti, from the river Po to the Ligurian Apennines. Our estate, Cascina San Pietro, is 
located in the lower Monferrato a hilly area which, thanks to the climate influenced by both the pres-
ence of the Alps and the sea, represents an ideal area for the cultivation of the vines. 
The landscape, in fact, represents a mixture of hills and plains, which also leave many spaces to 
wild areas, meadows and woods. These territorial peculiarities mean that, according to the seasons, 
the landscape assumes the most varied shades of colors, from the white of the snow-covered 
slopes in winter, to the first tenuous green, dotted with chromatic spots of houses and crops, up 
to the golden reds and yellows of the autumn vineyards.  

Nebbiolo is used exclusively for the production of wine, which, with the Nebbiolo grape alone, gen-
erates a wine of high thickness and character. It has a garnet red color, with a unique scent, which 
mixes wild berries, spices but also tobacco leaves and leather. 
On the palate, Nebbiolo wine has a very strong, powerful taste, which is now refined by winemakers 
thanks to the wood selection of aging barrels.  

Italy 
piemonte 



1-5 bottles 920 thb 

6-11 bottles 840 thb 

12+ bottles 760 thb 

1-5 bottles 1120 thb 

6-11 bottles 1020 thb 

12+ bottles 925 thb 

1-5 bottles 700 thb 

6-11 bottles 640 thb 

12+ bottles 580 thb 

1-5 bottles 830 thb 

6-11 bottles 760 thb 

12+ bottles 690 thb 



 

We guarantee the quality of this assortment (bottles imported from no more than 12 months) but not 
the continuity although Easy Wine has a product stock. 
These are labels or on trial, which will then enter the next catalog updates, or labels at the end of 
their honored service in Thailand. 
 

Guaranteed by Easy Wine 

Italy 
 



1-5 bottles 580 thb 

6-11 bottles 530 thb 

12+ bottles 480 thb 

RED WINE 
GRAPES: 100% Primitivo 
VINYARD AREA: The Primitivo 
grapes are carefully selected from low-
yielding vineyards in the Communes of 
Avetrana and Manduria, in the Province 
of Taranto, southern Puglia. 
TASTING NOTES: This dark purple 
wine has a dark scent of currants and 
ripe blackberries with a hint of oak on 
the nose. In the mouth it is explosive – 
sun-baked fruit flavours mingle with a 
slight herbaceousness for a powerful 
burst of flavour which lasts in the mouth. 
The finish on this wine is surprisingly 
long, with lasting  
ALCOHOL: 14.5 % 
RESIDUAL SUGAR: 8 gr/lt 
notes of plum and spices. 
SERVING SUGGESTION: Perfect 
with grilled red meat and savoury first 
courses. 
SERVING TEMPERATURE: 18-20 °C  

Primitivo di Manduria 

1-5 bottles 750 thb 

6-11 bottles 690 thb 

12+ bottles 630 thb 

RED WINE 
VINE VARIETY 100% Nero d’Avola 
COLOUR – Ruby red with intense 
and vibrant reflexions 
BOUQUET – Typical notes and vari-
etals of cherry, mulberry, raspberry 
mixed with tones of elegant spices 
such as vanilla, coffee and cocoa. 
TASTE – Wide, warm and enveloping 
on the palate with a mature tannin, 
elegant and velvety. A rich and fruity 
aftertaste. 
ALCOHOL CONTENT – 14,5% 
volume 
FOOD PAIRING – Goes well with 
char-grilled noble meats and hard tex-
tured mature cheeses. 
SERVING TEMPERATURE 16-18°
C 
BEST CONSUMED WITHIN – 3-
5years 
SIZE – 75cl bottles  

1-5 bottles 770 thb 

6-11 bottles 700 thb 

12+ bottles 640 thb 

Nero d’Avola Resilience 

RED WINE 
Vine variety – Syrah 100% 
Colour – Ruby red with purple hues 
BOUQUET – Its aroma evokes red 
berries (black berries) and the flowers 
of violets. 
TASTE – In the mouth the taste is 
that of a well-structured and robust 
wine. Enveloping and penetrating with 
red berries, long persistence and aro-
matic. 
Alcohol content – 14% Vol. 
Food pairing – Ideal sipped as an 
aperitif and as an after- dinner wine, 
especially with a dish of cold cuts and 
medium mature cheeses. Excellently 
accompanies dishes of boiled and roast-
ed meats. 
Serving temperature – 16°C 
Best consumed within – 1-2 years. 
Size – Bottles of 75cl  

1-5 bottles 660 thb 

6-11 bottles 600 thb 

12+ bottles 540 thb 

Syrah Vitese Sicilia 



1-5 bottles 1690 thb 

6-11 bottles 1530 thb 

12+ bottles 1390 thb 

1-5 bottles 810 thb 

6-11 bottles 740 thb 

12+ bottles 670 thb 

1-5 bottles 1320 thb 

6-11 bottles 1199 thb 

12+ bottles 1090 thb 

1-5 bottles 1680 thb 

6-11 bottles 1530 thb 

12+ bottles 1390 thb 



1-5 bottles 670 thb 

6-11 bottles 599 thb 

12+ bottles 540 thb 

1-5 bottles 470 thb 

6-11 bottles 430 thb 

12+ bottles 390 thb 

1-5 bottles 550 thb 

6-11 bottles 450 thb 

12+ bottles 350 thb 

RED WINE 
 
Vine Variety: 100% Nero d’Avola 
Tasting Notes: Brillant deep red 
color; plum, black cherries and 
violet aromas; good concentration 
with soft tannins and spicy charac-
ter on the palate. 
Food Match: Goes well with red 
meat, game dishes rich soups and 

salami. Drink it at 18ฐC. 

Alcohol content:  14% volume 

Serving Temperature: 16-18ฐC 

 

Principe di Granatey 
Nero d’Avola 

Merlot Rubicone 
IGT 

RED WINE 
 
Grapevine: Merlot 

Alcoholic strength: 11% vol 

Color: red with purple reflections 

Perfume: vinous, characteristic, 

slightly herbaceous bouquet, with 

flavors of rose and raspberry. 

Flavor: dry, savory, pleasantly bal-

anced, in a harmonious and full body 

Matching: Ideal accompaniment to 

all dishes based on game, roasted and 

grilled meats. Excellent with tasty 

first courses 

Service temperature: 16-18 ° C 



How to order 
 

Phone: 02 4663598 
Email: sarin@easywineshop.net 

Line: @easy_wine 
 
 

UPDATED JANUARY 1ST, 2021 

Easy Findings Co., Ltd. 632-636 prachathipok road, hiranrujee, 10600 thonburi, 
Bangkok—tel 024663598 


